
A Solo Trip into the Outback
by Club Member Herbert Simpfendorfer.

A few weeks ago, I was at a place called Cocklebiddy.  Halfway across the Nullabor Plain.  Very
small place.  Just a roadhouse and primitive caravan park.  All by myself.  In my Austin 1800 ute.
Having a nice drive into the outback.  I put up the tent in the caravan park late in the day, ready for
a nice sleep, thinking about going to Esperance next day.  But during the night there was a storm.
First a terrible wind.  Not nice.  Then the rain started.  Heavy rain. Not nice.   Soon much of the
caravan park was under water. It was time to work out what to do next.  It was 3 a.m.  Now that is
what can be called a real adventure, and a real challenge.  Just the thing I like very much.

The whole works.  Austin ute, nice tent, happy person.  
This is a bush camp.  No facilities.

To take some photos like this one, I had a tripod and used delayed time.  
Sometimes I had to walk quickly to get to the appropriate place in time.

My tent is quite old, made in Canada.  I bought it at an auction for $10 years ago.  
It is definitely not made of plastic!

I was away from home for 20 days, covering 5825 km.  My Austin 1800 ute did not miss a beat,
which was not expected, so I carried my usual big assortment of spare parts and tools, but I touched
only one of the tools, a pair of pliers, to replace a broken rubber exhaust pipe support with a bit of
fencing wire, which I always carry on board.

My plan was to re-connect with the outback of Australia. I have made numerous trips all over
Australia in the past, and love it.  Monica and John stayed at home this time.  It had to be a short
trip, so it could be Perth or Darwin.  Perth got the nod, so off I went.  I had a few relatives to visit
on the way, but was on my own after Port Augusta. That is when the re-connecting began.  Miles
and miles of desolate, beautiful scenery.  Perfect roads.  Next to no traffic.  The outback starts at
Port Augusta, according to my definition, so extra water is put on board.  I carried 10 litres.  At a
place called Penong, there is a big sign that tells travellers going west that there are no shops for
1000 km., which refers to Norseman, the next town.  In between Penong and Norseman, there are
quite a few roadhouses, which sell all kinds of items needed by travellers, but no shops.  I had been
on this road already twice, so knew that the Nullabor Plain is really no big deal.  After three days of
comfortable driving, it is all over.   Petrol goes up in price by 30%.  I tried something new on this
trip.  I made a bracket to hold a camera just behind the windscreen.  When there was something
interesting to watch later, I turned it on, making a video.  In this way, I ended up with well over one
hour of videos, mainly of the outback.  I wanted to record what is seen from a vehicle.  I also took
the camera off its bracket sometimes to take ordinary photos, some of which are in this article. The
most beautiful sights on this trip?  The Bunda Cliffs and the ocean at the Great Australia Bight are



hard to beat.  Maybe the Flinders Ranges are just as good.  But for me, the emptiness and vastness
of the outback were best of all. 

The blue line shows where I went, first west, then north, fifteen days of moving.

I had my tent as usual, which made the trip quite cheap.  The cost of staying at a caravan park for
me varied from $10 to $25 for one night.  The cost is no indication of quality, as the best by far was
the Hawker park which was $10, and by far the worst was the $25 site at Ceduna.  However, I do
not use many mod cons in a caravan park.  As long as the showers and toilets were clean, that's all I
needed.  I carried just about all the food I needed for the whole trip.  I have a few tricks for getting
two hot meals a day, without using a gas bottle.   Inside the tent was a comfortable bed, a small
table, a light and a camping chair.  In any caravan park, everyone stays inside  soon  after dark,
probably staying in bed much longer than usual.  There is often a very early start next day for many
travellers.  I watched the sun rise almost every morning, which seems to give a person a very good
start to the day.  Being Winter, I had to wait for the tent to dry out in the morning, so moving off
was usually at about 10 a.m.  The day's run was often about 400 km, but twice was 700 km, which
was perfectly OK in my comfortable ute.  Twice I had bush camps, which is overnighting  away
from caravan parks, in places where camping is allowed.  Normally, there are no facilities, but I can
cope.  This is quite OK for the grey nomads who are out there in great numbers, with their giant
caravans  and  4WDs.   They  have  all  mod  cons  aboard,  so  are  perfectly  comfortable  staying
overnight away from caravan parks.  The cost of any trip like this for me is about one and a half the
cost of fuel.  And for the 1800, fuel comes to about 15 c per km.



This photo is poor quality, as the sun was in the wrong place.  I  am trying to make an important
point.  The caption of the photo is 

The Sublime and the Rediculous. 
We were at the Bunda Cliffs, and the others were about to drive off.  Grey nomads, of course.  For
happiness on a trip into the outback, they need a big, modern and very expensive setup like this.
For me, it was enough for perfect happiness to have an Austin 1800 ute with some of my gear
inside, and the rest on the tray.

At Penong in S.A.,  the start of 1000 km of the outback.  A few minutes after taking this with my
tripod and timer, a guy ran over and said he wanted me to take a photo of him and my 1800 ute.  He
was very excited, as he had one years ago.  Admiration for my ute happened many times.  In the
outback, many people wave as they go past.  This is what happens in the outback anyway, but I
think it was sometimes because of my vehicle.

So what did happen next at Cocklebiddy?  When water started to come into the tent,  I put all the
gear inside the tent onto high plastic containers, so that I knew they would not get wet, then I drove
the ute to a spot near the shower block where there was no flooding, and had a nice cup of coffee,
which is always ready to go inside the vehicle.  Then I had a nice shower, working out what may be
a good plan once the sun came up.  When the sun eventually made a very dreary appearance, the



rain had stopped, so it was time for action.  Everyone else was still asleep.  I found a spot where
there was no water about 40 m from the flooded tent.  I had to take off my boots and socks.  Then I
carried all tent items there, and loaded them.  I packed up the tent wet, which is not a good idea, but
can be done in an emergency.  It was important to dry it out later the same day.  I had a look at the
sky, and decided the weather was not going to be good for a few days, so decided to turn around.
The weather improved as I went east that day.  I went as far as the Nullabor Roadhouse, where I put
up the tent.  It dried out nicely, so there was no damage done.  

This photo was taken near Yalata at the start of the Nullabor Plain,  I could have taken hundreds of
photos just like this, showing no traffic, a beautiful road, big sky and peace.  I also have nice videos
taken while going along roads like this.



This is where someone decided the Nullabor Plain starts.  Nullabor is Latin for "no trees."  The
majestic Bunda Cliffs are a bit further on, quite close to the highway.



The Bunda Cliffs.  Majestic and serene.  The colour of the ocean is not properly shown here.  It is a
deep blue.   Many whales  come quite  close to  these cliffs  every year  starting  in  June.   Whale
watching is a popular tourist activity in this area.  Note that there are no fences along the cliffs  to
stop anyone walking over the edge.  There are big signs to warn people of the danger.

At Port Augusta two days later, I decided to go north to see some more of the outback, as I still had
time left.  In this area are the Flinders Ranges, which are always a deep blue.  Beautiful.  I went
through Peterborough,  Hawker  and   Leigh Creek  to get to  Lyndhurst.   At Lyndhurst,  the gravel
roads start.  The locals told me that there was a lot of activity at the ghost town of Farina, some 40
km north.  I had been there before, and thought it would be interesting to see what kind of activity
there  can  be  in  a  ghost  town.   So  I  went  there,  being  very  careful  to  nurse  the  ute  through
corrugations and holes in the road.

Farina was once a very busy town because of the railway to Alice Springs, and  also for  loading
cattle onto the train for shipment to the southern abattoirs.  The important buildings in the town
were built with local stone.  When both these activities ceased, people left, and eventually nobody
lived there.  It became a ghost town.  Many smaller houses and buildings were knocked down and
used as a base for the road to Marree.  The hotel, bakery, post office and a few other buildings were
left  standing.  Soon the roofs  of these  fell  down, but the walls  remained mainly  largely  intact.
Tourists came, had a look, and left.  I was one of these, about four years ago. Then a few people
thought it was a shame to see this town continue to fall down.  So a society was formed to stop the
rot.   There  is  a  group,  mainly  from Victoria,  who  come  to  restore  some  buildings,  and  give
information to tourists.  Historians have done a lot of research and written books.  The bakery is in
use again daily, to provide sustenance for the workers and the many tourists who come past every
day.   It is eerie to be in the middle of a desolate area, and go to the marquee in the ghost town, and
buy beautiful freshly baked bread, pasties, pies and all kinds of goodies.  There is also coffee, of
course.  All proceeds, and donations, go towards further restoration work in the town.  I found it all
very interesting.  The designated camping area is in the nearby creek bed.



The turn off into Farina
All gravel roads in this area, so it is wise to have a good spare wheel aboard.  

Farina,  with the ruins of the Post Office in the background.   The walls are being restored.  All
buildings have signs tor tourists to read.  Note the 4WD in the background.  The vast majority of
vehicles in the outback are 4WDs like this one, usually with a very big, modern, expensive caravan
behind.  These are the grey nomads  who are seen everywhere.  Then there are the mighty road
trains which thunder past in both directions at exactly the speed limit.  It pays to give them lots of
room to pass. And don't play games with them after dark.  They think they own the road.   As I was
travelling at a sedate speed of less than 90 km/hr, I passed about one vehicle in the whole trip.
Going at this speed is perfectly acceptable in the outback.  Everyone wanting to go faster can pass
at almost any spot, because of the long straight stretches.  I  saw only  one  other  vehicle of my
vintage on the road.  It was a Morris Minor, with a loaded trailer, going quite slowly, with quite a
few people aboard.  It seemed to me that they bit off a bit more than they could chew.  There were
also a very few older sedans with older style caravans.  That style of holidaying is dying out fast.
There are also the occasional old "clipper" style coaches made into a moving house.  Often they
have a trailer hooked on behind with a small vehicle on it.  I did not see one of these moving, only
in caravan parks.



While I was at Farina, I saw a group of 11 VWs, mostly Kombis, obviously on a tour, heading north
at a great rate of knots.  They would have been aiming for Marree that night.  I heard next day, in
the food marquee, where you can catch up on the latest news, that one Kombi busted a head gasket
before getting too far from Farina.  Nobody knew what happened next, but I imagine the group
carried spares and spanners, so it might have been a repair job on the side of the road. Either that, or
limp into Marree, and do the repair work there.   I smiled a bit, because I was so glad I was in a very
reliable Austin 1800 utility.

So that is as far as I went north.  I turned around there, and went home.  For the first 200 km, of that
last stretch, the beautiful Flinders Ranges were on my left, road kills (mostly emus and kangaraoos,
and one cow)  were passed about one in every km, lots of grids made a big noise as I went over
them, abandoned houses were a feature of the landscape here, showing that farms were started when
things looked good about a hundred years ago, but then the rains stopped, so people left.  There
were three cyclists, no doubt suffering a great deal.  The Leigh Creek coalfields are seen, but are off
limits for tourists.  I was there a few years ago when tourists were allowed to go to a spot where
various giant coal mining machines were on display, but I was told vandals had been at work there
since then, and the display area is now closed.   At one spot, I stopped for a cuppa, and took a nice
video of the Flinders Ranges.  A battered Toyota 4WD one tonner pulled up and a nice lady got out
and asked if I was OK.  She was wearing outback uniform: R M Williams shirt, moleskin pants, hat
and boots.  She told me she had been checking the watering points for the sheep on her property in
this area.   It was very kind of her to stop and have a chat.  That's what happens in the outback.

Just a final few thoughts, I saw only one broken down vehicle in all those km.  It was a Ford sedan,
and already completely stripped of all useful parts.  There was also an older style caravan which
looked like it had done a somersault, maybe after a wheel fell off.  I didn't go and have a close look
at it,  as I was in a bit  of a hurry that day to get to a caravan park.  At every town, and even
roadhouse, a nice row of abandoned vehicles can be seen  in a place where they cannot be seen by
passing traffic.  Many of them would have been towed there from the side of the road.

Travelling in the outback has become a popular activity.  The grey nomads are right in the middle of
it, with their big rigs.  One guy from Queensland told me that he and his missus like to spend six
months of the year on the road.  But others are not spending their children's inheritance.  They travel
with much less money involved.  Purpose built campervans are popular for the budget conscious.
For those planning to do only a single trip, hiring is available.  There is a big range of possibilities
using the vehicle you already own.  You can buy a canopy that goes onto any tray top vehicle.  Tents
are made that unfold on a rooftop of a sedan, or ute, or a normal trailer.  Larger purpose built off-
road trailers carry a huge tent area, which unfolds seconds after a place is chosen for overnighting.
Motorbikes are used by some.  Some have trailers, from which unfolds a quite large  tent area.
Some energetic ones among us go by bicycle, with gear hanging on the sides, or with a small trailer.
And at the extreme end of the spectrum there is the brave person who walks, sometimes pulling a
small trailer.  

What  did I miss out on?  I nearly saw two whales at the Bight.  I heard them.  People who had
arrived  before  me  said  they  had  seen  them,  so  I  just  missed  out.   I  could  have  gone  to  the
Cocklebiddy Caves, which are world famous.  Maybe next time.  I was really looking forward to
climbing the big trees at Pemberton in W.A., but the weather was not helping me one bit, so I turned
around before getting there.  Maybe next year.  I could have gone a bit further north to Lake Eyre,
but time ran out.  Or visit Broken Hill again,  as I want to see those sculptures in the desert.  .
Maybe next year.    

It  is  really easy to  do a  trip  like this,  so everyone  can and  should go.   An important  thing to



remember is that you and I have paid for those perfect outback roads with petrol taxes.  The roads
are there for us to use.  It could be said that we have a moral obligation to use them.  There is no
doubt that  every one   of us would be welcomed whenever we decide to pull up  in any town  or
settlement  of any size,  in the outback of Australia.  Out there, waiting for us are Darwin,  Fizroy
Crossing,  Bailingup, Broome, Perth, Mullayup, Katherine,  Pannawonica, Boyanup,  New Norcia,
Esperance, Jerrramungup, Mt Isa, Gol Gol, Tambellup, Meekatharra, Cairns, Muradup, Halls Creek,
Alice Springs, Manjimup, Dalwallinu, Kununurra, Kojonup,  and even Cocklebiddy.  Go, go, go.
 

The was the sunset while I was at Farina.  Outback sunsets are always glorious when there are a
few clouds around.


